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Drop In.

Seniors especially, about to take off from the campus for years—and perhaps for life; and students in the other three classes all need advice.

Why? — Because, as Saint Bernard puts it, "No man is a judge in his own case."

You may be able to judge other people—your roommate, the men at your table in the refectory—with great accuracy; you may be able to prescribe the right remedy for their problems. But....

In your own case you have no perspective. Your problems are so close to your vision that they are all you see. They block off reality—other people and other people's problems.

You are liable to fall into this depressing error: "I am a special case. No one else in the world has this particular problem or, at least, this combination of problems....these temptations, this aspiration for marriage, this hopeless outlook with regard to a job."....And, so depressed or mistaken, you think: "I'm an egg!"

(1) Drop into 117 Dillon, 106 Howard, 107 Cavanaugh, 141 Sorin—any priest's room.
(2) Read these enthusiastic responses to the question: "Do you seek counsel at N.D.?

"Yes, it's part of the campus." — "Twice, and with tremendous success." — "Yes, and with this result: peace for an unsettled mind, confidence for the future," "No, I'm one of those blasé, know-it-all easterners," "Yes. My confessor and I are pals." — "Very often. It helps scholastically as well as spiritually. I recommend it to every student."

Defining Religion.

Did you doubt yesterday's comments about the No. 1 way of teaching religion—namely, by living it thoroughly? Read Saint James on the subject:

Religion clean and undefiled before God and the Father is this; to visit the fatherless and widows in their tribulation; and to keep one's self unspotted from this world.

If you would be a lay-apostle in your own circle; if you would make converts to your Holy Church which is Christ's; if you would Christianize the pagan minds you come into contact with, Preach Christ and Him Crucified NOT THEORETICALLY—but by your meekness and humility of heart; preach Him in a PRACTICAL WAY by your patience and joy in suffering; preach Him by SACRIFICING YOURSELF IN HIS NAME for your neighbor!

Items.

Hats off to Father Maurice Walsh of St. Philip's Church, Battle Creek for pulling his Vincent de Paul Society out of the Community Fund which recently admitted a "Maternal Health" agency into its membership....Both the Very Reverend President and the Pastor of Sacred Heart Church re-issued word that students are not to assist at the parish Masses Sunday (8 down and 11 up) but only at student Masses (6,7,8,10).

PRAYERS: (DECEASED) Mrs Mary Ahern; grandfather of Jim Rice & Jim Carroll; Mrs. Fred Holland; relative of Al Mago; (1st anniv) grandfather of Otto Koldier; Robert Groves; Mr. Owen Sullivan; (ILL) wife of Prof. Froning; grandmother of Bob Karbach; Captain Robinson; uncle of the Fronings; Mr. Becker (Cincy); father of Ed McLean; friend of Jim Murphy; mother of Gus Hardhart (Lyons); Stan Shepard. 5 spec. inters. 1 Thanksgiving.